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Iowa Code § 96.5-2-a - Discharge for Misconduct 
      
STATEMENT OF THE CASE: 
 
Eric Farr (claimant) appealed an unemployment insurance decision dated January 7, 2011, 
reference 01, which held that he was not eligible for unemployment insurance benefits because 
he was discharged from Team Staffing Solutions, Inc. (employer) for work-related misconduct.  
After hearing notices were mailed to the parties’ last-known addresses of record, a telephone 
hearing was held on February 15, 2011.  The claimant participated in the hearing.  The 
employer participated through Sarah Fiedler, Claims Administrator.  Based on the evidence, the 
arguments of the parties, and the law, the administrative law judge enters the following findings 
of fact, reasoning and conclusions of law, and decision. 
 
ISSUE: 
 
The issue is whether the employer discharged the claimant for work-connected misconduct.   
 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 
 
The administrative law judge, having heard the testimony and considered all of the evidence in 
the record, finds that:  The claimant was employed as a full-time general laborer assigned to a 
grain processing corporation from December 16, 2009 through December 15, 2010.  He was 
removed from the assignment due to excessive absences with a final incident on December 15, 
2010 when he was unable to work due to lack of childcare.  
 
The claimant received a verbal counseling for attendance on September 14, 2010.  He received 
a written warning for attendance on December 13, 2010 and was suspended for two days to be 
served on December 20 and 21, 2010.  The warning advised the claimant if there were any 
more attendance issues, he would be terminated.  The claimant called in on December 15, 2010 
due to lack of childcare and was removed from the assignment at that time.   
 
The claimant’s grandmother was going to watch the claimant’s daughter on December 15, 2010 
but she was sick with asthma and needed nebulizer treatments every four hours.  He did not 
think his grandmother could handle giving his daughter the nebulizer treatments so stayed 
home to take care of her.  Although the employer removed the claimant from his assignment, he 
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was able to take additional assignments but he did not have childcare so the employer could not 
assign him anywhere else at that time.   
 
REASONING AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW: 
 
The issue is whether the employer discharged the claimant for work-connected misconduct.  A 
claimant is not qualified to receive unemployment insurance benefits if an employer has 
discharged the claimant for reasons constituting work-connected misconduct.  Iowa Code 
§ 96.5-2-a. 
 
Iowa Code § 96.5-2-a provides:   
 

An individual shall be disqualified for benefits:   
 
2.  Discharge for misconduct.  If the department finds that the individual has been 
discharged for misconduct in connection with the individual's employment:  
 
a.  The individual shall be disqualified for benefits until the individual has worked in and 
has been paid wages for insured work equal to ten times the individual's weekly benefit 
amount, provided the individual is otherwise eligible.  

 
871 IAC 24.32(1)a provides:   
 

Discharge for misconduct.   
 
(1)  Definition.   
 
a.  “Misconduct” is defined as a deliberate act or omission by a worker which constitutes 
a material breach of the duties and obligations arising out of such worker's contract of 
employment.  Misconduct as the term is used in the disqualification provision as being 
limited to conduct evincing such willful or wanton disregard of an employer's interest as 
is found in deliberate violation or disregard of standards of behavior which the employer 
has the right to expect of employees, or in carelessness or negligence of such degree of 
recurrence as to manifest equal culpability, wrongful intent or evil design, or to show an 
intentional and substantial disregard of the employer's interests or of the employee's 
duties and obligations to the employer.  On the other hand mere inefficiency, 
unsatisfactory conduct, failure in good performance as the result of inability or 
incapacity, inadvertencies or ordinary negligence in isolated instances, or good faith 
errors in judgment or discretion are not to be deemed misconduct within the meaning of 
the statute. 

 
871 IAC 24.32(7) provides:   
 

(7)  Excessive unexcused absenteeism.  Excessive unexcused absenteeism is an 
intentional disregard of the duty owed by the claimant to the employer and shall be 
considered misconduct except for illness or other reasonable grounds for which the 
employee was absent and that were properly reported to the employer.   

 
The employer has the burden of proof in establishing disqualifying job misconduct.  Cosper v. 
Iowa Department of Job Service, 321 N.W.2d 6 (Iowa 1982).  The issue is not whether the 
employer made a correct decision in separating claimant, but whether the claimant is entitled to 
unemployment insurance benefits.  Infante v. IDJS, 364 N.W.2d 262 (Iowa App. 1984).  What 
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constitutes misconduct justifying termination of an employee and what misconduct warrants 
denial of unemployment insurance benefits are two separate decisions.  Pierce v. IDJS, 425 
N.W.2d 679 (Iowa App. 1988).  Misconduct serious enough to warrant discharge is not 
necessarily serious enough to warrant a denial of job insurance benefits.  Such misconduct 
must be "substantial." When based on carelessness, the carelessness must actually indicate a 
"wrongful intent" to be disqualifying in nature.  Newman v. Iowa Department of Job Service, 351 
N.W.2d 806 (Iowa App. 1984).  Poor work performance is not misconduct in the absence of 
evidence of intent.  Miller v. Employment Appeal Board
 

, 423 N.W.2d 211 (Iowa App. 1988).  

The claimant was removed from his assignment on December 15, 2010 for excessive 
unexcused absenteeism.  Excessive unexcused absenteeism, a concept which includes 
tardiness, is misconduct.  Higgins v. Iowa Department of Job Service, 350 N.W.2d 187 (Iowa 
1984).  The claimant did not miss work due to lack of childcare but missed work because his 
daughter was ill and he needed to give her breathing treatments for her asthma.  The 
administrative law judge concludes this was a reasonable basis for missing work.  
Consequently, work-connected misconduct as defined by the unemployment insurance law has 
not been established in this case and benefits are allowed. 
 
DECISION: 
 
The unemployment insurance decision dated January 7, 2011, reference 01, is reversed.  The 
claimant was discharged.  Misconduct has not been established.  Benefits are allowed, provided 
the claimant is otherwise eligible.  
 
 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Susan D. Ackerman 
Administrative Law Judge 
 
 
______________________ 
Decision Dated and Mailed 
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